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The purpose of this style guide is to help maintain consistency and professionalism in our communication as a 
church—both internally and publicly—so we can present a recognizable message with a sense of unity. This con-
sistency should be found throughout all communication—from a letter to a vendor, to a website article about a 
missionary, to a full-color poster for an event.

We have worked hard to create a logo that can be used to maintain visual consistency across multiple locations 
and through a wide variety of uses. This guide is intended to help preserve the visual purity of our logo in all of its 
applications. It is also intended to prevent the misuse of the logo and help ensure that it will function as a symbolic 
representative of our church for years to come.

Whenever printing or designing materials for New Life Church and its campuses and ministries, please follow this 
guide closely.
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THE NEW LOOK
FOR NEW LIFE CHURCH

The other day someone stopped me and asked, “Why did you change the logo?” 

The occasion, of course, was the 75th anniversary of the church. I suppose when you are 75 it is time for a makeover. The last logo and 
color design was done in 2004-2005. 

In preparation for changing the look of the logo we researched other companies who had changed their logos and branding in the past 
couple years. We learned that most logos became simpler, bolder, yet most attempted to capture the essence of the previous version.

Our new logo attempted to keep the organic idea of the sprout. The leaf or young tree in a hexagon (if you prefer) stays with the idea 
of new life. You’ll notice the lines are thicker than previously. It has an appearance that is bolder and more confident than the sprout 
as it stands alone as Avatars on Facebook, Twitter and other places. It will copy well as black and white for paper copies.

The bigger change may be the font we used to write New Life Church. It is clear, straight and very readable. So much so that we 
immediately changed our worship slides to this font, too. 

It is my hope and prayer that New Life Church will continue to manifest new life, to be bold, confident and straight with the truth. 
And, I hope you like the way the new logo represents our church.

– PASTOR SCOTT
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THE LOGO
The New Life Church logo is available in a vertical, horizontal, and icon format – each with the option of green, black, or white. 
When incorporating the New Life logo into your documents, please follow these guidelines for proper use of each logo format.

HORIZONTAL

VERTICAL

The vertical New Life Church logo is the primary logo for the church. 

This version should always be centered. 

This logo should remain at the top of a document.

This version should always be left-justified. 

This logo can be used at the top or bottom
of a document.

This version is most versatile, but please keep the general 
logo guidelines in mind when using the logo icon. 

Please do not put the icon on the same page 
as one of the other logos. 

Tip: The church office is happy to help with formatting and printing of church documents. Please send your content to office@newlifenw.com.

ICON

mailto:office%40newlifenw.com?subject=
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1. Use the logo.
Any official church design work or document should feature our logo or icon – including ministry forms and documents, sermon 
graphics and slides, and flyers or posters for events.  

2. Use the right logo.
Only use the full color version of the logo when the background is either white or a light color. When placing logo on a darker 
colored or textured background, always use the all-white version of the logo.

The vertical and horizontal logos must be large enough to be clearly read. If you need a very small logo, only use the icon. 

Tip: Logos can be made too large and overwhelming, too. As a rule of thumb, the logo should never appear wider than 4 inches, be it on 
a web page or letter-size paper. Keep the proportions of your document in mind. 

3. Keep things sharp.
Do not scan a printed logo to use in digital form or for reprint.  Do not take a screenshot on your computer or download/save 
any logo from Facebook or the church website. Scans and screenshots will give you a much lower quality logo and won’t allow us 
to maintain clarity and quality throughout all of our materials. Only use a version of the New Life Church logo downloaded 
from the Members’ Area of the church website or otherwise delivered to you from the church office.

Do not stretch the logo to fit your desired space. If it appears too small on your document, request a larger format logo. If it is 
too big, you may make it smaller as long as you maintain proportions. 

Tip: Hold down your “shift” key while sizing the logo down. It will maintain the proportions for you!

X X X
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#1e1e1e
R: 30   G: 30   B: 30
C: 72   M: 66   Y: 65   K: 75

#93936f
R: 147  G: 147  B: 111
C: 44    M: 33    Y: 62   K: 6

#cbc1a6
R: 203  G: 193  B: 166
C: 21    M: 20    Y: 36   K: 0

#48503b
R: 72   G: 80   B: 59
C: 65   M: 50   Y: 75   K: 41

#bda976
R: 189  G: 169  B: 118
C: 27    M: 29    Y: 61   K: 1

#9f6d64
R: 159  G: 109   B: 100
C: 34    M: 59   Y: 56   K: 11

primary colors

secondary colors

supportive colors

THE LOOK
Though it may feel boring to adhere to one color scheme, keeping every ministry and material in line with these colors and fonts will make the 
New Life Church logo more powerful and consistent. It will help people recognize New Life Church and will connect what the church is doing 
to who the church is. Reference the RGB color numbers for digital or web files and the CMYK color numbers for files that will be printed.

Tip:  When ordering general supplies for the church (lanyards, pens, signs, etc.), we recommend ordering in black (or white) instead 
of green. Even though our key color is green, unless you can insert our specific color number of green, please opt for black.

COLORS
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AVENIR NEXT MEDIUM
If your program supports the feature, set the kerning or tracking at “80”.

Chaparral Pro Italic  or Regular
Kerning or tracking set to “40”.

ALTERNATE FONT OPTIONS: 

Note: If you don’t have access to these fonts on your computer and are not able to download them, there are other options. If it is a 
very official document or an item that will be in circulation for more than a few weeks, please send your content to the church office 
so it can be formatted with the correct fonts and converted to a pdf for you. These alternate, more common fonts are not preferred, 
but are available if you need to create a simple document that will be in short or limited circulation. 

Alternate Title Fonts:   Calibri, Gill Sans Regular, Farisi

Alternate Supportive Fonts:   Minion Pro Italic, Cambria, Platino

FONTS

MAIN FONT

SECONDARY FONT
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IMAGERY + SOCIAL MEDIA

When posting to the New Life Church website or any social media page, please consider the following guidelines and standards.

1. Use images.
Images bring life to Facebook posts and blog posts and help people view and engage our content. As a rule of thumb, try not to post 
more than two posts in a row without incorporating an image into a post. 

But please don’t steal pictures off the internet – only use images you know you have the rights to use. Unsplash.com is a great source 
for professional, free images.

Please check if we have imagery specifically designed for an event or ministry you are writing about (Sports Camp, Family Band, 
Women’s Ministry, etc.) If you are unsure what imagery to use or how to access it, please contact the office.

2. Use the right images.
Keep in mind the general imagery standards for New Life Church – soft and muted colors, professional with straight lines (no tilted 
photos or awkward angles) and blurred backgrounds when possible. 

Please be discerning in your use of images. We want to avoid forced, cliche, or posed images. Think loose or abstract concepts, real 
moments, and northwest landscapes (i.e. fewer pictures of palm trees and more photos of waterfalls or evergreen forests).

Please check with the church office to make sure we have permission to use photos of New Life Church participants. In general 
though, the faces of New Life Church are preferred to generic stock images of people.

Images that have text on them should not be posted unless they are designed specifically for New Life Church. This will protect our 
professionalism and the cohesivness of our brand. If you need a graphic with text made for your post, project, or event, please con-
tact the office to make a request.

http://www.Unsplash.com
mailto:office%40newlifenw.com?subject=
mailto:office%40newlifenw.com?subject=



